Erasmus Student Network Bilbao
What is ESN?

It’s a non profit international student organization, composed by local volunteers.
530 + SECTIONS
in
42 COUNTRIES
What does ESN do?

IMPROVE YOUR MOBILITY EXPERIENCE
What does ESN do?

LEAVE A MARK TO IMPROVE OUR SOCIETY
Our Activities

Events for everyone
Sports
Sports
Sports
Sports
Cultural Events
Cultural Events
Cultural Events
Family Tuesdays
Social Events
Educational Events
Day Trips
Day Trips
Day Trips
National ESN Trips
National ESN Trips
Welcome Days

Let’s check them out!
Welcome Days in BILBAO

*This calendar is provisional as some events could change due to technical reasons.**

**ESNcard is required for parties, trips and payment activities.**

**ESN**

**BILBAO**
Welcome Days in SAN SEBASTIAN

*This calendar is provisional as some events could change due to technical reasons.
**ESNcard is required for parties, trips and payment activities.
Join our trips!

MARCH 2nd
IPARRALDE

MARCH 15th-17th
NATIONAL ERASMUS GAMES
SANTANDER

MARCH 22nd-24th
ASTURIAS

APRIL 19th-23rd
ESN IBIZA TRIP

How to register:
1. Get your ESNcard
2. Register at linktr.ee/esnbilbao
3. Pay at our office or by transfer
ESNcard

Discover its benefits
What is the ESNcard?

• Your membership in ESN Bilbao (you make this possible!)

• Gives you access to trips & paid activities (bouldering, surf...)

• Provides you awesome discounts all around Europe for 1 year!
Partners all through Europe

- Transport
- Technology
- Packaging
- Vehicle rent
- SIM cards
- Hostels
- ...
Local discounts in the cities!

Bars, Restaurants, Shops, Surf, Tattoos, Accommodation, Tennis club, Psychology, Physiotherapy... and more coming!

San Sebastian

Bilbao

Erasmus Student Network Bilbao
How can you get it?

• Register on our website and **pick it up** at our office/office hours place

• With **15€** you will get your card and your **Welcome Pack**

[esnbilbao.org/esncard](esnbilbao.org/esncard)
The Welcome Pack!

- **Tote bag** of our beloved mascot Xiri or Basque Country Bag
- **Reusable Cup**
- **ESN Bilbao wristband**
- **Useful information**
Office Hours

• Bilbao: Office at Zubiria Etxea building (close to Sarriko metro)

• San Sebastián: We announce weekly where are the Office Hours going to be.

You can come to get the ESNcard, ask for help, join our events, get a SIM card or just say “Kaixo”!

• The schedule is announced every week via WhatsApp & Instagram (it changes every week)
IF IT DOESN’T SAY IT’S NOT ESN
Where to find us!

• info@esnbilbao.org
• www.esnbilbao.org
• linktr.ee/esnbilbao

STUDENTS HELPING STUDENTS!